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THE SIEMATIC ST YLE COLLECTIONS

LIFESTYLE INSTEA D OF KITCHEN 
PROGR A MS: THE NEW SIEM ATIC 

PL A NNING PRINCIPLE

In our industrialized and highly efficient times, many things are losing their individuality. That makes 
it all the more understandable that each one of us wants more room for a personal lifestyle. And the 

kitchen plays a special role in this context: It is the place in which personal taste can be celebrated to your 
heart’s content – even in the planning and design.

However, to fulfill the wishes, demands, and yearnings of our customers around the world, we 
want to do more than just develop first-class kitchens: Working together with you, our 

SieMatic specialists around the world want to create living spaces of timeless elegance, in 
which each individual has complete freedom to display his or her personality. 

This is achieved through the planning principle of the SieMatic style collections. This principle makes it 
possible for you, regardless of program structure, to accommodate the individual lifestyles of your customers 

precisely and in detail, in order to create rooms that perfectly reflect the personality of their owners. 

PURE | URBAN | CLASSIC 

The most popular living and furnishing styles of our time are PURE, URBAN, and CLASSIC. 
The three SieMatic style collections follow these international trends. The new SieMatic planning principle 

will make it easier for your customers to make decisions and will help you make recommendations. 
With the SieMatic style collections, high-quality kitchen planning becomes 

creative lifestyle consulting.





THE AESTHETICS OF RESTRAINT

W ELCOME TO 
THE “PURISTIC” WOR LD 

OF SIEM ATIC

A room can be an island: an oasis of peace and ease in which you can shed 
the hectic demands of everyday life like an overcoat. Generously designed forms,

sensitively selected colors, and the avoidance of anything that is all too 
decorative create an atmosphere of soothing balance. Elementary simplicity 

that is understood the same way around the world.  Relaxation with an 
inspirational effect. The SieMatic PURE style collection opens up a wealth of 

creative options to achieve these goals, with room concepts that integrate 
the functions of the kitchen perfectly – and nearly invisibly – into the architecture.

 The elegant minimalistic language of form of the furniture elements 
from the SieMatic PURE style collection places the focus on what really counts: 

the quality of the exceptional materials and the precision of the 
workmanship down to the smallest detail.







PURISTIC DESIGN H AS A NEW PROFILE
With delicate frames, metallic materials, fine woods, and nuanced hues of lacquer, SieMatic has developed

a new language of design for the kitchen. Whether with or without handles, the focus is on the 
newly developed front panels with narrow 6.5 mm frames. Sensitively selected combinations of materials 

give rise to unique possibilities for a puristic ambience in kitchen design, 
from cool and technical to warm and homey.

The new 6.5 mm look of the SieMatic SE 3003 R countertop as well as two newly developed handle 
variations with their characteristic language of form are perfectly attuned to the front panels.

THE M ATERIA LS A ND COLORS
The gentle shimmer of metal, the natural beauty of wood, the sensitive nuances of the new lacquer hues: 

The design language of the new SieMatic SE 3003 R and S2-R front panels is determined to no small degree by 
the selection and combination of extraordinary materials and colors.

SANDY OAK
Light, matt, and natural, 

with a definite texture

MATT BLACK OAK
Dark, homey, elegant, and matt, 

with a definite texture

NATURAL WALNUT
Expressive and matt, with a 

definite texture

NICKEL
Frames in shiny nickel, 

center panel in brushed nickel

GOLD BRONZE
Frames in gold bronze silk gloss, 

center panel in brushed gold bronze

BLACK MATT
Frames in satiny black matt, cen-

ter panel in brushed black matt

SE 3003 R / S2-R
Frames of aluminum, center panel with a metallic surface.

SE 3003 RH / S2-RH
Frames and center panel in wood / veneer

Also available in all the hues of the SieMatic ColorSystem and the SieMatic Individual ColorSystem.

TITAN WHITE NUTMEG UMBRA

SE 3003 RLM / S2-RLM
Frame and center panel in MDF / matt lacquer



THE H A NDLE RECESS
For planning with the handle-free SieMatic S2-R, the handle 

recess is available in “gold-bronze,” “shiny nickel,” “satiny black 
matt,” and all the colors of the SieMatic ColorSystem.

THE FRONT PA NELS
The new measure of things: 6.5 mm. The delicate appeal of the 

frames is the hallmark of the front panels and becomes a characte-
ristic style element of a puristically planned kitchen.

DELICATE & RESTRAINED
The handle attached to the front edge.

BROAD & DOMINANT 
The handle attached to the door panel as a solitary element.

THE H A NDLES
For the SieMatic SE 3003 R, two beautifully shaped handle 

variants with different characters have been developed. 
One emphasizes delicate aesthetics; the other strikes attractive 

contrasts. Both are available in the metal frame look, and  
the narrow variant is also available in all the colors of the 

SieMatic ColorSystem. Both can be used on 
smooth front panels.

COMBINATION: BRUSHED METAL & GLASS
The glass is coordinated with the selected metal color.

THE GL ASS CA BINET DOOR
Our new glass cabinets are particularly individual

and differentiated design elements, with vertical slats in 
the three new SieMatic metal colors, to match the 

center panels of the metal frame doors. Their unique 
aesthetic appeal is based on attractive accents that can be 

combined in a variety of ways for more flexibility 
in kitchen planning.





LONG LIVE THE CITY!

W ELCOME TO 
THE “UR BA N” WOR LD 

OF SIEM ATIC

For those who love urban life, it’s not loud but full of life; not anonymous but 
sociable; not hectic but exciting, versatile, inspiring, and colorful. Whether London 

or Lisbon, Berlin or Barcelona, New York or Nuremberg: Our cities are full 
of contrasts that the young and young-at-heart around the world find so exciting, 

attractive, and productive. Everything is in motion – not just the traffic. 
Street art, pop-up shops, urban gardening – it is the spontaneous creativity of 

its inhabitants that is constantly changing the face of an urban center and 
turning it into a “user-generated city.” Whether a loft with the sparse charm of a 

former factory or an apartment in a cozy older building, a small row house or a 
generous penthouse with a view of the rooftops and streets: The city 

is a place of possibilities, in which everyone can find their niche.







WH AT CH A R ACTERIZES THE SIEM ATIC 
“URBA N” STYLE COLLECTION? 

It is the unconventional juxtaposition of carefully selected objects, as well as the intuitive combination 
of thematic contrasts: exciting and peaceful, strange and familiar, modest and ostentatious, 

flea market find and design classic. It is the individual aesthetics that tell a story of the experience, values, 
and contrasts of a unique personality. It is “solitaire” planning in which each object stands alone but 

has a relationship with its neighbor. It is design without dictates.

SieMatic 29: 
A N INNOVATION WITH 

HISTORY
In the urban milieu, the historical and the 

history-making enjoy great popularity.  
That’s why, with the SieMatic 29, we have

reinterpreted a traditional piece of furniture: 
the kitchen buffet, with which our company 

had its first success after its founding 
in the year 1929. This new, timelessly elegant 

piece of furniture forms a characteristic 
element of the SieMatic URBAN style 

collection and simultaneously pays homage 
to our own history.

THE TA LL CA BINET 
ENSEMBLES

Numerous cabinet combinations, available in 
various widths, with closed doors and 

open shelves, and which can be equipped with 
ovens, dishwashers, and refrigerators, 

provide a perfect functional addition to urban 
planning with the SieMatic 29. 

The characteristic legs also make it feel like 
a freestanding furniture element.



A SOLITAIRE A MONG KITCHEN FURNITURE
SieMatic 29 is the contemporary interpretation of the traditional kitchen buffet. The beveled, rounded side panels 

give it its unmistakable silhouette. It is available in all SieMatic materials and all the colors of the 
SieMatic ColorSystem. Depending on the selection of colors and materials, the design of the niche can blend 

in harmoniously or form a striking contrast. The matt black of the lacquered metal feet is repeated in 
other accessories, such as the railing, power outlets, and lighting fixtures. 

THE LEGS
The legs of black matt lacquered metal provide a solid 

foundation for the entire design. With their typically rounded 
form, they are the basis for the “solitaire” free-standing 

planning, which is so typical of the SieMatic URBAN style
collection: They give the furniture lightness and 

the character of individual pieces.

THE NICHE
Design with function: SieMatic 29 is not only a visually 

extraordinary design object. Because the niche 
can be designed not only in a variety of colors and materials, 

but can also be equipped with various kitchen 
functions as desired, from light and power outlets to 

sink and stovetop.





A KITCHEN FOR A NEW EPOCH

W ELCOME TO 
THE “CL ASSIC” WOR LD 

OF SIEM ATIC

Composing is an art – and that also applies to interior design. 
This is the principle for development of the SieMatic room planning concepts 

for the CLASSIC style collection, whose options go far beyond 
traditional kitchen planning. They make it possible to play with styles, to 

compose a harmonious whole with seemingly contradictory design 
elements, and thus to combine the classic love of detail with the clarity of 

the modern world. To the delight of all who want to elegantly 
combine old values and new. And whose demanding sense of aesthetics 

does not fit into classic “pigeonholes.”







TASTEFULLY MIXED 
Light and dark, lacquer and steel, molded and faceted.

CL ASSIC IN A NEW COMPOSITION
“Classic” interior design is developing a new and versatile lifestyle. It may be opulent or restrained; 

it may be conscious of tradition, or it may transcend all boundaries. Timeless elegance and a 
cozy, welcoming atmosphere are no longer contradictions. Because SieMatic CLASSIC stands for 

individual, sensitive design with extravagant elements: glass and gloss provide lightness and 
transparency; molded front panels provide classic aesthetics. Combined with your ideas, this mix of 

styles transforms into a unique, timeless look.



FORM FOLLOWS FEELINGS
Classic or modern, lacquer or stainless steel, matt or gloss? Why “or?” In the SieMatic CLASSIC style collection, 

compose a harmonious whole with great feeling from seeming contrasts, thus creating highly individual, sensational 
compositions of the classic kitchen.

VARIABLE INNER LIFE  
Present beautiful things in an elegant manner.

FUNCTIONAL NICHE 
Elegant from wall to cabinet.

BRILLIA NT DESIGN IDEAS
Glass cabinet doors with polished metal frames make glamorous 

accents in tall, wall, and base cabinets and reveal their 
beautiful contents to the eye. The carcase is available in laminate 

and lacquer, in all the colors of the SieMatic ColorSystem
and also in wood and wood veneers. The delicate shelves are 

also available in glass.

CREATIVE MIX OF M ATERIA LS
Stainless steel time three: matt for the hood, 

brushed for the fronts, and polished and gleaming for the 
frames. The elegant StoneDesign of the countertops 

turns the niche into an eyecatcher. Especially artful: 
The gently gliding sliding doors conceal 

illuminated shelves.



THE SIEMATIC COLORSYSTEM

THE A RT OF 
GETTING JUST THE 

RIGHT TONE 

Color is one of the most important design elements in interior design because 
it spontaneously creates moods and feelings. The choice of hues 

determines whether a room is perceived as inviting, elegant, generous, cool, or cozy. 
Achieving a nuanced combination of the different materials and door panels 

used in a kitchen and creating the desired harmony require not only a highly sensitive 
use of colors, but also a well conceived concept. That is why the 

SieMatic ColorSystem was developed. It offers a range of attractive matt and gloss
colors, which are available throughout all the SieMatic programs.

THE PERFECT MIXTURE

The homey and elegant hues of the SieMatic ColorSystem can also be combined 
wonderfully with the fine SieMatic wood surfaces.



SQ L ACQUER SURFACES
Nowhere is furniture subject to more stress than in the kitchen. It is for that reason that, particularly there, materials 

of select quality and perfect workmanship should be used. With the SieMatic lacquer programs, 
home furnishings radiate elegance while offering hardly any point of vulnerability to the high stresses of the kitchen. 

This is because the exclusive SieMatic SQ lacquer front panels are manufactured in “superior quality,” in an 
innovative painting process that provides for the greatest flexibility in planning and guarantees environmentally 

friendly, first-class quality “made in Germany.”

SIMIL AQUE SURFACES
An alternative in look and price to the exclusive SieMatic SQ lacquered front panels is provided 

by SieMatic SimiLaque front panels in matt or high-gloss. Using state-of-the art laser technology, they are 
manufactured completely free of joints and seams: in ZeroMatic quality, which gives them 

their elegant, high-quality  appeal.

L A MINATE SURFACES
SieMatic furniture front panels in laminate are available in matt and high-gloss, are extremely easy to care for, are very sturdy, 

and have a particularly high-quality, flawlessly beautiful charm. This is because they are not manufactured 
using conventional processes; instead, like the SimiLaque surfaces, they are created using a state-of-the-art laser technique 

to create a surface that is completely free of joints and seams: in perfect ZeroMatic Quality.

agate grey truffle grey nutmeg

titan white

umbra graphite grey

THE BEAUTIFUL HUES OF THE SIEM ATIC COLORSYSTEM
Homey, elegant, and of timeless beauty: SieMatic Interior Design offers a wide selection of colors for the kitchen. 

The design system makes individual planning particularly simple.

lotus white magnolia white greige sterling grey

THE SIEMATIC INDIVIDUAL COLORSYSTEM

Furthermore, the 1,950 individual selectable matt and gloss hues of the 
SieMatic Individual ColorSystem are also available for SQ lacquer.





SIEMATIC MULTIMATIC ALUMINUM

 NOW CR EATING 
OR DER IS

EV EN MOR E FUN

Since its presentation at the SieMatic Forum 2013, it has been generating 
enthusiasm with its unique combination of individuality and 

functionality: the SieMatic aluminum interior design system for drawers
 and pullouts. Now SieMatic is making it possible to experience 

this design philosophy even more consistently: MultiMatic Aluminum offers 
the same aesthetic enjoyment that comes from the elegant material 

combinations of high-quality aluminum, noble wood, 
and fine porcelain in tall, wall, and base cabinets – along with many new 

and improved functions, because every detail has been 
rethought and redesigned. 

The combination of external and inner quality is 
now more perfect than ever.



DARK SMOKED CHESTNUT
The pleasing and elegant smoked chestnut is stained deeply 

through smoking to offer long-lasting beauty.

LIGHT OAK
The uniform grain gives the robust oak a natural, 

modern, and elegant appeal.

THE SYSTEM OF CREATIVE IDEAS
New design, new materials, new variety: MultiMatic Aluminum demonstrates the virtually inexhaustible creativity of our 

developers in every detail. The basis for the highly flexible and easy-to-use system is provided by the beautiful shapes of the aluminum 
trays and frames in various widths, which are hung in the SieMatic multifunction track without visible attachments. 

They can be equipped individually and with numerous newly developed elements so that there is really a place for everything 
and everything in its place: from spice jars of elegant porcelain, to bottle holders of fine wood, to boxes made 

of attractive aluminum. The wood inserts for the trays are available in two variants.





siematic.com


